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Pastor Steve:

People who are visiting or lots of people online from week to week that are different. And so just to 
catch you up to speed, and I know for those of you who are here every week, you've heard this before, 
but I am not only your pastor, but I am also the world's first professional non comedian, right?

Speaker 2:

<laugh>.

Pastor Steve:

I made a challenge several weeks ago that after you were booing another one of my opening jokes that 
if we raised a certain amount of money and a certain amount of time to finish our elevator fund, that I 
would go six months without telling a joke. And you literally paid for me not to tell any jokes. And so as 
any good person would do, I found a loophole around this situation and we've been bringing up 
celebrity joke tellers and this morning I would like to introduce you to this morning celebrity joke teller. 
Chris, right front and center, right in the

Chris:

Good Morning church. I found out that Pastor Steve keeps all his dad jokes in a database. So anyway, 
those of you who don't know, I am one of the teachers that teach the kids downstairs and it is an honor 
and a privilege to teach God's truths to the kids. And I love kids. And if you love kids, you love ice cream, 
right? And one of the best places to get a banana split Sunday school.

Pastor Steve:

I'm nervous cuz he looks like he's got four more. Looks like he's just getting warmed up.

Chris:

Now, Pastor Steve said that I was limited to one joke, but he can't stop me now I'm here, right? So this 
time of year it's one of Pastor Steve's favorite seasons, right? Hockey season. Did you hear that? Where 
the Black Hawks play the Zamboni driver disappeared at the end of the season, But when the police 
investigated, they weren't too worried. They were sure he would resurface.

Pastor Steve:

That's it. Chris, There you go. After six months, you'll be begging me to come back, <laugh>.

So we're gonna continue in our sermon series with the Kingdom of God. And this is something that has 
come as a bit of a revelation to us. The kingdom of God is Jesus' favorite topic. He talked more about 
the kingdom of God than he talked about any other subject. This is important to him and so therefore it 
should be important to us. And so just as a primer, in case you've missed a little bit or it can be a 
reminder for those of you who have been here, this is we're getting ready now into our fifth week on 
this subject. And we started by just looking at all of the places where Jesus talked about the kingdom of 
God and how important it was to him, how much he talked about it. It wasn't a passing thing with him, it 
was the reason that he came.

We tend to think that everything revolves around us. And I'm talking about human beings in general. 
And we think that God, Jesus came for us to save us and he did come to save us. But what Jesus came to 
do was bring the kingdom of God. And on the way to accomplishing that, he wants to pick up as many 
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travelers as possible because God loves us, because he wants to save us. But Jesus is coming. His point in 
coming back is to bring the kingdom of God. Everything that went wrong with sin in the world, all the 
evils that were caused because of sin, Jesus is coming to reestablish the kingdom, the world, the way it's 
supposed to be. And we spent the whole first week just talking about that reinforcing, underlining this 
idea that Jesus came to bring the kingdom of Gods, the most important subject in the New Testament.

And then we tried to define what the kingdom of God is. And most simply put, the kingdom of God is the 
place where the king, the king is where the king is reigning and where the king's reign is recognized. So 
the kingdom of God is that place where the king is, where he not only is in control, but he's actually 
exercising his control. We looked at scripture to show that right now in this world, in this place at this 
time, the powers of evil are in control. This is their world for the time being. It doesn't mean God 
couldn't be in control if he didn't want to be, but it means he is not exercising His will the way that he is 
going to when the kingdom of God is brought fully and the kingdom of God has to have the king there. 
So when Jesus came, he came to earth.

The kingdom of God has now come to earth. And that's why John the Baptist's message and introducing 
Jesus was repent, the kingdom of God is at hand. That's why Jesus started his ministry saying, Repent, 
the kingdom of God is at hand. That's why Jesus spoke to people and said, the kingdom of God is among 
you. Jesus came and injected a little bit of the kingdom of God into this world. Now it's not reigning 
everywhere and in all phases of life, but it has been inaugurated, it has been started. The kingdom of 
God started with this injection of the kingdom that Jesus brought. Eventually there's going to be a time 
and a place where Jesus is going to reign as king and all the world is going to recognize and respond to 
his reigning. But for now it's been inaugurated.

So the kingdom of God is already, Jesus ushered it in but not yet. We're still waiting. The next subject we 
talked about is how does one become a member of the kingdom of God? How do you get in? One of the 
uncomfortable truths, and we sort of divided it up, right? We had Nice Jesus who says all the stuff about 
love and forgiveness and compassion. But we also had a lot of stuff from Bummer Jesus: judgment and 
condemnation. And there are people, although they will be subject to the authority of the kingdom of 
God, who will not enter as citizens into the kingdom of God. Some people, scripture is clear and Jesus is 
clear; some people are in the kingdom of God, which is where you wanna be and some people are out of 
the kingdom of God, as uncomfortable as that might be for us. And so we discussed what does it mean 
to get into the kingdom of God?

Because scripture says it's really, really hard to enter the kingdom of God. And so we looked at what it 
takes to enter the kingdom of God and how that has to come. Are you ready? By grace through faith. 
Amen. In Jesus Christ, he is the one who has the authority to bring the kingdom. He is the one who has 
the authority to be judge. There is no salvation apart from Jesus Christ. There is no special door to get 
into the kingdom of God because you happen to be a really, really good person. I'm sure that you are a 
good person, but that isn't the issue. That was never the issue. It was always about Jesus Christ, him 
having the God-ordained authority to save the world as he comes to bring the kingdom of God.

Last week we talked about some of the mysteries of the kingdom of God. Jesus taught in mysteries, in 
parables, in stories that not everyone was intended to understand. Because the kingdom of God is one 
of those things where it can be right in front of your face and people can see it and people can hear it 
being talked about and yet not believe in it. The kingdom of God is not made up of the people you'd 
expect the kingdom of God is not made up of the most likely candidates. Kingdom of God is made up of 
people like you and thank God me. And that's the way it's always been. So with that as a background, I 
want to get into our next thing. A kingdom needs a few things. A kingdom needs a land and it needs a 
reign. There needs to be a state or a place or an atmosphere in which that king reigns. And the reign has 
to involve the king actually exercising his will, people doing what the king wants them to do. And we also 
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saw that if there's gonna be a kingdom, there has to be subjects. No one is a kingdom if he doesn't, no 
one's a king if he doesn't have anyone following him or anyone recognizing his authority. But also, and 
as obvious as it might seem, a kingdom needs a king.

And even though this might be obvious, I can assure you that this is one of the biggest problems that the 
world that we live in today is experiencing. The biggest problem in the world today, besides churches 
that pay extra so their pastors won't be funny. <laugh> is trying to have a kingdom without a king. And 
that's what we're gonna be talking about this morning, the attempt to have a kingdom without a king. 
Now I wanna start, the way we started this whole series is I want you to understand that scripture 
claims that there is a king to this kingdom. I'm gonna show you several Bible verses in a row and then 
I'm gonna show you three consequences, three things that are true because of this. We'll probably only 
get to two of them this week. When scripture talks about the kingdom of God, it sees God on the throne 
and Jesus as his anointed authority, as his plenipotentiary. Jesus has given power and authority over this 
kingdom. Excuse me. We see this in Mark chapter one. It starts when Jesus was on earth, just the way 
he taught. People were amazed when they heard Jesus speak. And they said this, He isn't teaching like 
other people teach. He's teaching like one who has authority. And his authority is so obvious that he's 
even exerting his authority over unclean spirits. He's showing that his authority goes beyond physical 
limitations. It actually enters into the spirit world. This is the kind of authority that Jesus displayed right 
away. Later on in chapter later in Mark, Jesus said he wants to heal somebody. And so he tells the guy 
that his sins are forgiven and everyone gets their backs up. Wait, who does he think he is to forgive sins? 
And Jesus says to them, Well, which one is harder to forgive sins, 'cause I could say I forgive your sins 
and there'd really be no way for anyone else to look at you. And no, whether I did it or not. So I could 
claim to have that authority, but I might not. But if I say to a guy who can't walk, get up and walk, you'll 
see that that will be a verification. And if I have the power to do that, then there's every reason to 
believe that I have the power to forgive sins. And so because he wanted people to know that he had the 
authority on earth to forgive sins, who has the ability to forgive sins, but the authority, Jesus said, Take 
up your bed and walk. And the man didn't. By doing so, Jesus proved that he had authority in this world.

At the end of Jesus' time on earth, he got the 11 disciples meet up with him in Galilee to the mountain 
where Jesus had told them to meet. When some saw him, some worshiped him, but some doubted. And 
what Jesus said to them after he'd been resurrected, after he'd shown the ultimate power, the power 
and authority over death, Jesus said to them, All authority in heaven and earth has been given to me. 
And therefore he tells them to go on and make disciples and that he will be with them all the way to the 
end of the age. All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to Jesus. The kingdom has a king. In 
Philippians chapter two, we're told why Jesus becomes the effective ruler of this king, because Jesus was 
willing to die for our sins because Jesus was willing to pay such a price to bring God's kingdom. God 
exalted Jesus to the highest place and gave him the name that is above every name. And it's going to be 
at the name of Jesus that every knee is going to bow in heaven and on earth and under the earth no 
exceptions, everyone is going to acknowledge that Jesus Christ is Lord to the glory of the Father.

Jesus's reign, his authority will be evident. No one will be able to deny it. We saw in the previous verses 
some saw Jesus and some worshipped and some doubted. There will be no doubt, Jesus will assume the 
authority that is rightly his, He will exercise it. He will be reigning in action. And as the book of 
Revelation describes the end, the end of this age and the consummation of the next time, there was a 
loud voice in heaven. It was saying now have come the salvation and the power and the kingdom of God 
and the authority of his Messiah. I tell you all of that to illustrate and underline for you that there is an 
authority. There is a king, and a kingdom without a king will not work. And yet our world where we live 
desperately seeks a kingdom without a king.
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And I wanna talk about this in three ways. There are three things that happen when you try to have a 
kingdom without a king. It has to do with design division and being derivative. The world is designed to 
have a king. And when it acts as if it does not have a king, it's acting contrary to its creation. And that 
will be a problem. When you try to have a kingdom without a king, you will encounter division no matter 
how well-intentioned we are. Division will result when we try to have a kingdom without a king. And the 
third thing that we'll see probably next week is that a kingdom without a king will always be derivative. 
It will always be a lesser not quite as good version of the original because the people trying to recreate 
what the original artist did aren't as good as the original artist.

So whatever we try to do that God did, it's always going to be less than. So those are the three things 
that happen. So I wanna start out and to explain this by showing you a picture of my favorite ride at a 
carnival. When I was a kid, you guys remember we used to always have local carnivals that came around 
and set up in the church parking lot. And my favorite ride was the swing ride. Do you remember this? 
This has been my favorite ride ever since I thought of this illustration this week. <laugh> the swing ride. 
You know, get in it right? And it has a bunch of chair chairs that are connected by metal cords to the 
middle and then it starts to go faster and you swing and you go wider and wider, right? You guys know 
this ride. The ride depends on centripetal force.

It's designed to orbit around one central axis. That's the way the ride is designed. The ride swing uses 
circular uniform motion, everyone going the same distance, everyone revolving around the same axis. 
Now let me ask you, would you go on that ride if each chair and each person sitting in that chair was 
able to operate that ride on their own, they were hooked up independently to their own mechanism, 
they could go whatever speed they wanted, they could go whatever direction that they wanted. Would 
you get on that ride? Of course you wouldn't get on that ride. But there's freedom. I get to set my own 
course, I get to be in control. That ride wasn't designed for that. And whatever freedom you might 
experience would pale in comparison to the danger and injury that would result if everyone operated 
going their own direction. When everyone is properly connected to the axis, everyone can ride without 
fear, and insecurity and enjoy themselves.

I'm sure that the metaphor is clear to you. As human beings, we are designed to be attached to God as 
the center of our lives and of our world. And those who are properly connected to that hub, that God, is 
people who have abandoned their independence so that they can become citizens of the kingdom of 
God. People who have like children attached trustingly to God. And people whose righteousness, as we 
have seen, has exceeded the best righteousness that they could create on their own because their trust 
is in God and not in themselves. Those people are blessed. The humble, the weak because they are 
attached to Christ are strong because they are dependent on God. They inherit the kingdom of God and 
they enjoy the state where there is peace because they are properly connected to the one source, the 
one will that orders all things.

And of course that one state of being, what that's called is experiencing the kingdom of God. It is the 
happiest existence possible when we live, when we operate according to design. We are designed to live 
with God as the center of our lives. It results in peace and in safety. GK Chesterton has said it this way, 
"Christianity gives space for good things to run wild". When you occupy a space that is safe, you can do 
something in that space. In a couple weeks I'm going to, Kelly and I are going to Dubai and I'm gonna go 
skydiving and I'm going skydiving. I'm gonna be attached to someone else. So there's four shoots 
hopefully that are gonna be at play here today. But then I got to church this morning, where's George? 
And I talked to George and George goes, George, yeah, I went skydiving. Yeah, first time I went my shoot 
didn't open. Well how did the story end? <laugh>. He eventually got his shoot to open.

When your shoot is open, I imagine it's gonna be really cool to float and look around. If my shoot isn't 
open, skydiving is not gonna be as fun, right? You know that expression. If at first you don't succeed, try 
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try again. That doesn't work in skydiving. You get one shot, when the shoot is open, it's gonna be 
beautiful, man. When you're connected to God, when you are rightly related, the way you are designed 
to live your life, it's beautiful. Life runs wild. And when we try to act independently, danger happens. So 
that's number one. Design is really important. There's a Turkish proverb, GK Chesterton said, Christianity 
gives us space to run wild. But there's another, there's a Turkish proverb that says this, When a clown 
moves into the palace, he doesn't become king. The palace turns into a circus.

We are simply not equipped to occupy the central spot in the universe, let alone to try to create a 
universe that revolves around us. To be dependent beings that circle around the savior is a safer and 
more exciting and ultimately grander way to live a life that revolves around the king is designed for 
maximum fulfillment and joy and safety and meaning. And too many of us give that away for the illusion 
of self-centered sovereignty, which causes people to careen wildly into each other. And that leads me to 
the second consequence of what happens when we try to have a kingdom without a king. First of all, it 
doesn't work because it simply is against the design.

Chris:

And second, it is by nature going to create division. And this is where it gets a little tricky. And really 
from here through the end of next week's sermon is really one sermon. But when we, everyone is 
properly connected to the swing ride, people are properly connected to the hub, but they're also 
properly related to each other, right? They're not in danger of hitting, knocking into each other. So being 
right with the hub also makes them right with their fellow riders. Does that make sense? When we are 
right with God, one of the results is that we will be right with others. And this is something that doesn't 
get enough attention. When we are properly connected to God doing the will of God, then all of our 
relationships can be in harmony because at the core, all of those relationships will share one thing, one 
king. That's what we are designed to do. Circle around the king. And as long as we're all doing that, life is 
safe, life is an Eden. But when we try to head off in our own direction, not only do we get away from the 
hub, we let lose our connection to the hub, but we also then have a problem with each other.

When there's one will and all other created beings are doing the creator's will then, we are in harmony. 
"Thy will be done". That's the essence of the kingdom of God. Thy kingdom come, thy will be done here 
as it is in heaven. We were created to live in a uni-verse, "uni", one, A universe centers around circles 
around one being, but instead we've literally created a multiverse in which each of us becomes the 
center of our own world. We're supposed to look like this. God is in the middle and everyone's around 
us and everyone is properly connected to each other. But what happens when I decide I wanna be in the 
center? There's a few things that happen when we lose this picture, when we're detached from the hub 
and each spoke operates without connection to the hub, which is God, they're also naturally detached 
from each other.

The kingdom without the king becomes anarchy. It becomes impossible. We can reject the idea of a 
kingdom of God, but we can't try to refashion it into some set of values over which God has no say. The 
thought of a kingdom without a king is unbiblical and it inevitably leads to division. And yet that is 
exactly what often well-meaning people in our world try to pursue a kingdom without a king. And as 
each of us becomes the center of our own lives, we selectively borrow and apply and define values and 
aspects from the kingdom of God, but without any reference to God. And so a situation arises where we 
seek kingdom values, love, quality, harmony, safety. We seek these values of the kingdom without the 
king, and without the king, without the king being at the center and without us being rightly related to 
him, it's impossible.

So we find ourselves in this weird spot where we insist on operating as the king of our own kingdoms, 
while simultaneously expecting God and assuming God is going to circle supportively and approvingly 
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around us because after all, we've borrowed somewhat from his values before we pushed him off to the 
periphery. Our world needs a king. Our lives need a king. Citizens of a kingdom have the rights and the 
freedoms and the safety of security of that kingdom only when they are rightly related to the king. But if 
there's no king who sets the speed, who sets the pace, who makes the decisions without a king, where 
do you go when different people's values conflict? And after all, if you are running your own orbit, your 
speed, your directions based on your values as you see them, it is inevitable. You are gonna run into 
someone else who is orbiting, who maybe has a different value, a different thought about what's right 
and wrong in this moment.

And there's gonna be a collision. And when those collide, who decides? We know who decides in a 
kingdom where there's a king, but who decides when there is no King? Mob mentality, where might 
makes right, where the majority gets their way and the minority are oppressed or people through social 
media or simply by using power over those who disagree with them, assert their will on someone else. 
But either way, we have an unreliable standard because whatever the value, whatever the good is 
today, that good is going to change tomorrow. The person who decides what was good today is gonna 
decide something different tomorrow. The world will always be in chaos. Chaos when it depends on a 
kingdom without a king. What looks good today will look bad tomorrow. These things ever change. And 
this is a recipe for chaos.

When one of us, or when any of us decide we wanna be at the center, that our will is going to be done. 
Only one of two things is gonna happen. Either everyone is gonna reorder their lives around you. How is 
that going so far? How is your attempt to be the center of the universe? Everyone else approve, 
everyone orbiting you? Well either that has to happen or else there's gonna be collisions. We want 
everyone to adopt our values, our ideas, the way we see things. And so we crash into each other. Your 
desire and my desire, your right and my wrong, they crash into each other. And this isn't a new 
phenomenon. This is history. This is the history of the people of God in the Book of Israel, after God led 
them into the promised land, God was to be their king. He was to rule them. They were to look to him 
when they had a problem. But the people, and when they would be a problem in the promised land, 
God would raise up a judge to deal with that particular problem. And once that particular problem was 
dealt with, that judge would stop ruling. God was the king. They would wait and on God, they would 
depend on God to deliver them.

And so this is what would happen with Israel. They would be faithful for a little while when things were 
going good, but then they'd get a little lazy. They'd get a little complacent, complacent, and they would 
fall into sin and they would fall into sin and the people around them would conquer them. They'd 
defeat them in a battle, something bad would happen. And so what would the people do? They would 
cry out, God, we're sorry. Why have you abandoned us? Save us. And God would raise up a judge and 
the judge would deliver them. And for a while people would say, Oh yeah, God, they'd say thank you. 
And then they would get complacent and then they would sin, and then the cycle would continue over 
and over and over again.

But it's curious. It's more than curious. It's super interesting why that happened in the book of Judges, 
why that happened. Was it because the people were just evil because the people were trying to be bad? 
It really wasn't. It says this several times in judges. I'll just bring it up once. "In those days, there was no 
king in Israel. Everyone did what was right in his own eyes". They had a kingdom without a king. And so 
everyone did what was right in their own eyes. This was the cause of their downward cycle. Not 
everyone trying to be evil, everyone doing their best, everyone doing their best. Remember, this is what 
happens in the best possible scenario. When everyone wants to operate on their own and has their best 
intentions in at heart, people are inevitably going to crash into each other. That's what happens when 
we're sincerely doing our best.
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Think about what happens when our motives or some of our motives are less than pure. Imagine what 
happens when sin and selfishness come into the picture. When there are temptations of politics or 
power, or when greed comes into play, when there's lust and envy and selfishness and pride, all the 
weaknesses that we have as human beings come into play. What hope could we possibly have for a 
world that runs smoothly? Then eventually though, here's what's happening. And we see it in our age, 
maybe more acutely than any age has seen it. Eventually we see people who are orbiting more or less in 
same patterns and at the same speed that we are, and we group up with them on social media. We 
group up with them in politics, we isolate ourselves with them and insulate ourselves from everyone 
else who's circling at a different speed.

And it doesn't take very long before it's us versus them, our way or the highway. Sects and factions and 
Facebook groups are formed. Everyone doing what is right in their own eyes. Everyone insisting their 
will be done. Everyone's world crashing into everyone else's and everyone convinced beyond a shadow 
of a doubt, it's the other person's fault. We trade a universe that revolves around an infinitely good and 
right God for a trillion tiny kingdoms operated by finite, sinful, and only sometimes well-meaning human 
beings who want to be in control. We want to be at the center of a universe, you and I, people who walk 
around looking for our cell phones when it's in our hands. And yet we think that somehow we are 
qualified to order life.

We trade for this little illusion of being in control. We trade lives organized around a perfect God who 
has our best interests at heart, and instead wanna organize our lives around our imperfect selves. All for 
the dangerous illusion of a little bit of control we don't eliminate. And in that we don't ever eliminate 
God from the circle, we just put ourselves in the middle. There's no such thing as an atheist, right? 
Everybody puts something at the center. Everyone has one driving overarching value that they think 
defines and controls life. For some of us, we want it to be us, but there's always a God. There's always 
someone who we want to have ultimate authority, whether it's our intellect, whether it's a political 
system, whatever it is, there's someone that we put in the middle and we want everything else to 
revolve around that. We don't like the idea of a God who we don't fully understand.

So we make gods of ourselves who understand so little and harmony becomes impossible. There are 
values in the world, and we're gonna talk next week about what are the values of the kingdom of God, 
right? The kingdom of God has to have a place where it rules the kingdom of God, has to have a king. 
The kingdom of God has to have citizens. But another thing that the kingdom of God is, has to have is 
values. What does the kingdom stand for? What is it trying to do in the world? And we have a whole lot 
of people who are trying to do good in the world, who have most of the time best interests of the world 
in heart, at heart, who want the values of the kingdom, harmony, equality, fairness. But they want to 
have these values without reference to the king. They wanna have the values of the kingdom without 
the king.

And this is a recipe for disaster because no one is qualified to be the king. No one is, no one can define, 
no one can shape the values that we need to live by. And we see in our age a world of well intentioned 
people who are trying to implement the values of the kingdom of God in our world. The generations 
after me younger than I am, Gen X, Gen Z, it's generation alpha now that's being born right? More 
conscientious, more world aware, more anti-suffering than our age ever was. I didn't worry about that 
kind of stuff. There are so many people in the world today who are so dedicated to the values of the 
kingdom of God who want all of these good things. And yet the world is more disrupted, more divided 
than ever. Why? Because we try to have the values of the kingdom without the king of the kingdom. It 
simply doesn't work.

I told Kellye this week, it was either gonna be one really long sermon or two shorter ones, and she 
begged me on your behalf to make it two shorter ones. That's the most amens we've ever had in this 
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church. You can't have a kingdom without a king. If you do, if you try, you are violating the very design 
which makes the ride operate properly. And you inevitably, even if your intention is harmony, you 
inevitably are courting and causing division. Kingdom without a king misses its design, causes its division, 
it causes, division, and will be derivative. It will never live up to the original values of the creator. I could 
get a DaVinci or a Picasso, whatever piece of art, and I could spend my whole life trying to make 
something just like that. It would never be good enough. It would never be right. It always be derivative 
because there's an artist and here. And when we try to take even God's values and try to do them 
without being God, what we are going to come up with is always going to leave us falling short. We'll 
talk more about the values of the kingdom of God next week. Would you pray with me?

God, we confess, we like a lot of what you stand for. God, we like a lot of your bullet points. We could 
vote for you if we weren't also on the ballot, but we are. And we like us better sometimes we trust us 
better. And so like the people of Israel, the days of the judges, we do what's best. We do what's right in 
our own eyes and we comfort ourselves with the fact that we're doing what's best in our own eyes. And 
meanwhile, we subject ourselves and everyone around us to this slowly devolving cycle because we've 
forgotten the design for which we were created and causing, even with our best intentions, nothing but 
division.

God, I pray that we as believers in Jesus Christ would always focus on the center, would always remain 
attached to the center, trusting you when it's tempting to trust ourselves or some other earthly power 
structure that we can see and touch, get our hands on and donate to God. You are the king, you are the 
center. Make us conscious of that this week. I pray in Jesus name. Amen.

Especially when we remember that we can't have a kingdom without a king. Don't forget, as you go 
through this week that we have a, GREAT GOD he's with us every step that we take. So LIVE LOVED 
Thanks for coming.


